
100% Cotton fire resistand workwear,100% Cotton fire resistand workwear welding working
coverall
 
Description:
 
 
Item   High Quality Flame Retardant Coverall / Fire Resistant Workwear / FR Workwear

materials Cotton ,polyester, spandex,viscose,twil,and so on (as customer requirement )

size We can make European size, Amercian size,Asian size (from xs to 5xl)

Minimum quantity Our minimum quantity is :2000sets

Samples
The samples time is about a week.and if the samples are very ungrent, we can
push it.and we will charge samples fee, if we sign the contract, we will refound the
samples fee.

feature Quality is good, delivery time is quick. The price of honest and credible.

Design:
If customer have samples, we can make it according to customer samples, if
customer have no samples,we can design it according to customer idea, or
customer can choose our factory samples.

package
If customer have their own idea, we will make it according to customer idea, if
have no special idea, we make it one piece one polyester, and then put them in
the carton .

Delivery time 45-55 Days After PP Sample Has Been Approved

Payment terms L/C or T/T

Test order First time you can place smaller order to make a test the quality.

Manufacturer We are a direct manufacturer, so we can guanartee the quality and delivery time
and everthing

 
 
FAQ
 
1.Who are we?
We are based in Wuhan,China, start from 2005,sell to 40 countries. There are total about 200 workers in
our factory.
 
2. How can we guarantee quality?
Always a pre-production sample before mass production; Always final Inspection before shipment; 
 
3. How can we avoid delay?
On-time delivery is very important for our business; once we promise the time, we would do it; if we fail we
would take responsibility.



 
4.Why should you buy from us not from other suppliers?
Our team have 10 years experience, selling to 40 countries;we are very experienced in international
business;
we know suitable price and on-time delivery are the two key points; we supply good service rather than
only products.

 

Our Service

 

 
1. Our superiority
1) Excellent Customer Service and Quick Turn-Arond times.
2) Good quality,competitiv price and best service.
3) 00% manufactory. long-term supplier of " SUPRE", "TARGET"
4) More than 10 years OEM service.
 
2.Service We Supply
1) The new design and new materials are provided as your requirements;
2) We are pleased to be given a test order;
3) The OEM services are available;
4) One-stop service: Satisfy what you want;
 
3.If you have designs want to make, can do as followings:
1) You send us your design (samples or pictures or some ideas), so that we could know what you want
exactly;
2) We make the samples for you then send you the pictures and samples by express;
3) As soon as you receive the samples and approve to us (if any changes we will follow them),
then you can place the order to us;
 
4.Why choose us?
1) Genuine manufacturer in mainland China.
2) More than 11 yeasexperiences in clothing
3) 50,000 Square area our company covers
4) 2,000 workerwe own
5) 15 millionpcs output per year
6) 100% inspection system ensures high quality
7) Complete apparel manufacturing facilities.
8) The long-term supplier of "SUPRE" , "TARGET"



 


